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To implement fault-tolerant quantum computation with continuous variables, the Gottesman-Kitaev-
Preskill (GKP) qubit has been recognized as an important technological element. However, it is still
challenging to experimentally generate the GKP qubit with the required squeezing level, 14.8 dB, of the
existing fault-tolerant quantum computation. To reduce this requirement, we propose a high-threshold
fault-tolerant quantum computation with GKP qubits using topologically protected measurement-based
quantum computation with the surface code. By harnessing analog information contained in the GKP
qubits, we apply analog quantum error correction to the surface code. Furthermore, we develop a method to
prevent the squeezing level from decreasing during the construction of the large-scale cluster states for the
topologically protected, measurement-based, quantum computation. We numerically show that the required
squeezing level can be relaxed to less than 10 dB, which is within the reach of the current experimental
technology. Hence, this work can considerably alleviate this experimental requirement and take a step
closer to the realization of large-scale quantum computation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.8.021054 Subject Areas: Quantum Physics, Quantum Information
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computation has a great deal of potential to
efficiently solve some hard problems for conventional
computers [1,2]. Although small-scale quantum computa-
tion with various physical systems has been demonstrated,
large-scale quantum computation is still a significant
experimental challenge for most candidates of physical
systems [3,4]. Among the candidates, squeezed vacuum
states in an optical system have shown great potential for
large-scale continuous-variable (CV) quantum computa-
tion; in fact, more than one-million-mode CV cluster states
have been achieved already in an experiment [5]. This
ability of entanglement generation comes from the fact that
squeezed vacuum states can be entangled by using the time-
domain multiplexing approach using only beam-splitter
coupling to miniaturize optical circuits [6,7].
Since CV quantum computation itself has an analog
nature, it is difficult to handle the accumulation of analog
errors caused, for example, by photon loss during quantum
computation [8,9]. This can be circumvented by encoding
digitized variables into CVs using an appropriate code,
such as the Gottesman-Kitaev-Preskill (GKP) code [10];
these variables are referred to as GKP qubits. By digitizing
CVs, the standard quantum error correcting (QEC) code
can be applied to implement fault-tolerant quantum com-
putation (FTQC) with CVs. Moreover, GKP qubits inherit
the advantage of squeezed vacuum states on optical
implementation; they can be entangled by only beam-
splitter coupling. Furthermore, qubit-level Clifford gates on
the GKP qubits in measurement-based quantum computa-
tion (MBQC) are implemented by Gaussian operation
achieved simply by a homodyne measurement on CV
cluster states [11]. Menicucci showed that CV-FTQC is
possible within the framework of MBQC using squeezed
vacuum cluster states with GKP qubits [12]. A promising
architecture for a scalable quantum circuit has been
proposed recently [13,14], where the GKP qubits are
incorporated to perform FTQC. Hence, the GKP qubits
will play an indispensable role in implementing CV-FTQC.
Regarding the generation of the GKP qubit, a promising
proposal [15] exists to prepare a good GKP qubit in circuit
quantum electrodynamics with a squeezing level around
10 dB [16], within reach of the near-term experimental
setup. This implies that large-scale quantum computation is
possible if the required squeezing level of the initial single
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qubit for FTQC is less than 10 dB. Yet, there is a large gap
between the experimentally achievable squeezing level and
the theoretical requirement squeezing level. For example,
the existing CV-FTQC requires the squeezing level of both
the squeezed vacuum state and GKP qubit of 14.8–20.5 dB
[12] to achieve the fault-tolerant threshold 2 × 10−2
[17–19] −10−6 [20–22]. Therefore, it is highly desirable
to reduce the required squeezing level to around 10 dB to
realize the large-scale CV-FTQC.
In this work, we propose a high-threshold FTQC to
alleviate the required squeezing level for FTQC by harness-
ing analog information contained in the GKP qubit. The
analog information obtained by measuring CV states
(including GKP qubits) reflects the effect of noise as a
deviation in the measurement outcome. Therefore, it
contains beneficial information to improve the error toler-
ance. The proposed high-threshold FTQC consists of two
parts. One is to apply analog QEC [23] to the surface code,
which allows us to implement the high-threshold FTQC.
The other is a construction of the cluster state for
topologically protected MBQC [24–27], with a low error
accumulation, by using the postselected measurement with
the help of analog information. In general, the accumu-
lation of errors on a qubit, which causes degradation of the
threshold, increases as the number of entangling gates
increases. In this work, we develop a novel method to avoid
this accumulation of errors by using the proposed post-
selected measurement, which harnesses analog informa-
tion. Accordingly, the required squeezing level for
topologically protected MBQC with the 3D cluster state
constructed by our method can be reduced to 9.8 dB. By
contrast, the required squeezing level in the existing
CV-FTQC scheme [12], combined with the fault-tolerant
scheme with the threshold 0.67 × 10−2 [27], is 16.0 dB
[28]. This improvement results from the reduction from
16.0 dB to 9.8 dB, which corresponds to the reduction of
the error probability to misidentify the single GKP qubit
in q and p quadrature from 2.7 × 10−15 to 7.4 × 10−5. By
achieving the requirement of the squeezing level around
10 dB, we believe this work can take a considerable step
closer to the realization of large-scale quantum computa-
tion with digitized CV states and will be indispensable to
construct CV-FTQC.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
we briefly review the GKP qubit and the analog QEC and
apply the analog QEC to a surface code. In Sec. III, we
propose the postselected measurement and present a high-
threshold FTQC on the 3D cluster state constructed by
using the postselected measurement. In Sec. IV, the
required squeezing level is calculated. We first calculate
the unheralded error in the leading order for simplicity, and
then we simulate the analog QEC on the 3D cluster states
constructed by using the fusion gate with the postselected
measurement. Section V is devoted to a discussion and
conclusion.
II. ANALOG QUANTUM ERROR CORRECTION
A. GKP qubit
We review the GKP qubit and the error model considered
in this work. Gottesman, Kitaev, and Preskill proposed a
method to encode a qubit in an oscillator’s q (position) and
p (momentum) quadratures to correct errors caused by a
small deviation in the q and p quadratures. This error
correction of a small deviation can handle any error acting
on the oscillator, which can be expanded as a superposition
of displacements [10]. The basis of the GKP qubit is





embedded in a larger Gaussian envelope of
width 1=σ. Although in the case of infinite squeezing
(σ → 0) the GKP qubit bases become orthogonal, in the
case of finite squeezing, the approximate code states are not























In the case of finite squeezing, there is a probability of
misidentifying j0˜i as j1˜i, and vice versa. Provided the





peak value, the decision of the bit value from the meas-
urement of the GKP qubit is correct. The probability pcorr
to identify the correct bit value is the area of a normalized

















In addition to the imperfection that originates from the
finite squeezing of the initial states, we consider the
Gaussian quantum channel [10,29], which leads to a
displacement in the quadrature during the quantum com-
putation. The channel is described by superoperator ζ
acting on density operator ρ as follows:




where DðαÞ is a displacement operator in the phase space.
The position q and momentum p are displaced independ-
ently as follows:
q → qþ v; p → pþ u; ð5Þ
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where v and u are real Gaussian random variables with
mean zero and variance ξ2. The Gaussian quantum channel
conserves the position of the Gaussian peaks in the
probability density function on the measurement outcome
of the GKP qubit, but it increases the variance as follows:
σ2 → σ2 þ ξ2; ð6Þ
where σ2 is the variance before the Gaussian quantum
channel. Therefore, in the next section, we evaluate the
performance under a code capacity noise model, where the
noise is parametrized by a single variance σ2 that includes
the squeezing level of the initial GKP qubit and the
degradation via the Gaussian quantum channel.
B. Analog quantum error correction
Before describing our proposal using the surface code,
we explain how the analog QEC works, in general, to
harness analog information contained in the GKP qubit to
improve the performance of the QEC (see also Ref. [23] for
details). In the measurement of the GKP qubit for the
computational basis, we make a decision on the bit value
kð¼ 0; 1Þ from the measurement outcome of the GKP
qubit in the q quadrature qm ¼ qk þ Δm to minimize
the deviation jΔmj, where qkðk ¼ 0; 1Þ is defined as
ð2tþ kÞ ﬃﬃﬃπp ðt ¼ 0;1;2;…:Þ as shown in Fig. 1(a). In
the digital QEC [30,31], we obtain the bit value from the
analog outcome and calculate the likelihood from only
binary information since we consider the GKP qubit
as a qubit. The likelihood of the correct decision in
Fig. 1(b) using only the bit value and the noise level σ2
is calculated as
pcorr ¼







The likelihood of the incorrect decision in Fig. 1(c) is
calculated by 1 − pcorr. In the analog QEC, we employ the
Gaussian function, which the true deviation jΔ¯j obeys, as
the likelihood function and calculate the likelihoods for the
decision of the bit value. The likelihood of the correct
decision is calculated as





The likelihood of the incorrect decision is calculated as
fðΔ¯Þ ¼ fð ﬃﬃﬃπp − jΔmjÞ: ð9Þ
Strictly speaking, the likelihood function should be the
periodic function including the sum of the Gaussian
functions, considering the superposition of the Gaussian
states. In this paper, the likelihood function is approximated
by simple Gaussian functions given by Eqs. (8) and (9)
since the tail of the Gaussian function next to the meas-
urement outcome is small enough to ignore [32]. In the
QEC, we can reduce the decision error on the entire code
word by considering the likelihood of the joint event of
multiple qubits and by choosing the most likely candidate.
The analog QEC under the code capacity model can
improve the QEC performance with a single block code
without the concatenation, such as the three-qubit flip code
[23]. The previous proposal based on the digital QEC
[30,31] can improve the QEC performance with only the
concatenated code under the code capacity model since the
improvement results from the message-passing algorithm.
In the several noise models, where the property of the noise
is known in advance to be correlated or biased, the digital
QEC can also improve the QEC performance with a single
block code by considering the likelihood of the joint event
of multiple qubits. By contrast, a likelihood for the GKP
qubit is obtained using analog information from the
measurement without any knowledge about a priori noise
distribution since the analog information intrinsically obeys
a Gaussian distribution by virtue of the GKP encoding.
The performance of the QEC under the code capacity
model can be evaluated with the hashing bound of the
standard deviation for the quantum capacity of the
Gaussian quantum channel. In Refs. [10,29], the hashing
bound has been conjectured to be about 0.607. We have
shown, using the Monte Carlo method, that the analog QEC
with the concatenated code using the Knill’s C4=C6
FIG. 1. Introduction of a likelihood function. (a) Measurement
outcome and deviation from the peak value in q quadrature.
The dotted line shows the measurement outcome qm equal to
ð2tþ kÞ ﬃﬃﬃπp þ Δm ðt ¼ 0;1;2;…; k ¼ 0; 1Þ, where k is de-
fined as the bit value that minimizes the deviation Δm. The red
areas indicate the area that yields the code word (kþ 1) mod 2,
whereas the white area denotes the area that yields the code word
k. (b,c) Gaussian distribution functions as likelihood functions
of the true deviation Δ¯ represented by the arrows. (b) The case of
the correct decision, where the amplitude of the true deviation
is jΔ¯j < ﬃﬃﬃπp =2. (c) The case of the incorrect decision ﬃﬃﬃπp =2 <
jΔ¯j < ﬃﬃﬃπp .
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code [17] can achieve the hashing bound of the standard
deviation of about 0.607 for the quantum capacity of the
Gaussian quantum channel in Ref. [23]. This implies that
the analog QEC with the C4=C6 code provides an optimal
performance against the Gaussian quantum channel. In
addition, a specific method to achieve the hashing bound
against the Gaussian quantum channel has not been
reported except for in the analog QEC case.
C. Analog QEC with a surface code
While the analog QEC has been investigated using the
concatenated code, its validity on the surface code, which is
one of the important candidates for scalable FTQC, is still
unknown. Here, we first investigate the QEC process of a
surface code under the code capacity noise model, where
the QEC is operated with ideal syndrome measurements. In
the code capacity noise model, the surface code state
consisting of the GKP qubits of an infinite squeezing
suffers from the Gaussian quantum channel, which
decreases the squeezing level of the GKP qubits, except
for the syndrome qubits. Later, we extend the analog QEC
to the phenomenological noise model, where the single
GKP qubits of an infinite squeezing are encoded by the
surface code, and the Gaussian quantum channel decreases
the squeezing level of all qubits.
Here, we investigate the QEC process of a surface code
with the code capacity model to verify whether analog QEC
with the surface code can provide an optimal performance
against the Gaussian quantum channel since we employ
topologically protected MBQC to implement FTQC. For
the QEC, we employ the minimum distance decoding,
which can be done efficiently by using a minimum-weight
perfect-matching algorithm [33,34]. In the decoding, we
employ a minimum-weight perfect-matching algorithm to
find the most likely location of the errors according
to the error syndrome. In the digital QEC, the weights
are determined from the error probability a priori.
Specifically, for an independent and identical error distri-
bution, the weights are chosen to be homogeneous. On the
other hand, in the analog QEC, the weights are calculated
by using a likelihood as follows:





where lin is the likelihood for the incorrect decision. In
Fig. 2, the logical error probabilities are plotted as a
function of the standard deviation of the GKP qubits for
the code distances d ¼ 5; 7; 9;….
To obtain the threshold value of the surface codes with the
digital QEC and the analog QEC, a finite-size scaling ansatz
similar to that in Refs. [35,36] was used. Specifically, the
logical error probabilityPL ¼ Aþ Bðσ − σthÞL1=v was used
for the fitting function,whereA,B, σth (the threshold value of
the Gaussian quantum channel noise), and v are the fitting
parameters. The results in Fig. 2 confirm that our method can
reduce the logical error probability. This indicates that the
analog QEC also achieves about 0.607 close to the hashing
bound of the quantum capacity of the Gaussian quantum
channel. On the other hand, the digital QECwith only binary
information achieves about 0.542. This implies that the
analog QEC with the surface code provides an optimal
performance against the Gaussian quantum channel. In
Fig. 2(b), the curves do not meet at a single point. We
consider the reason as being because of the finite-size effect
in the case of the optimal decoding for the low-distanceQEC.
We confirmed the finite-size effect in Ref. [23] in the case of
analog QEC. In addition, the finite-size effect is distinctively
seen in Fig. 1 of Ref. [30] in the case of the optimal decoding
for the low-distance QEC.
Next, we simulate the QEC process of topologically
protectedMBQCwith the surface code [25,26,37,38] under
a phenomenological noise model. Here, we investigate the
QEC process on the 3D cluster state. There are primal and
dual cubes, faces, and edges in a unit cell of the 3D cluster
state. In topological QEC on the 3D cluster state, if there is
no error, the parity of six X-basis measurement outcomes
on the primal cube is always even. The errors are described
by using a dual 1-chain, and we estimate the location of
errors from a set of odd parity cubes. In Fig. 3, the logical
FIG. 2. Simulation results for the logical error probabilities of
the surface code with ideal syndrome measurements using (a) the
digital QEC and (b) the analog QEC for several distances d,
which are the size of the 3D cluster state. The simulation results
for the digital QEC are obtained from 50 000 samples. The
simulation results for the analog QEC are obtained from 50 000
samples (for d ¼ 5–15) and 10 000 samples (for d ¼ 17–25).
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error probabilities are plotted as a function of the standard
deviation. The results confirm that our method can also
suppress errors with the phenomenological noise model, and
the threshold for the standard deviation canbe improved from
0.41 to 0.47, which corresponds to improvement of the
squeezing level from 4.7 dB to 3.5 dB. Hence, analog QEC
with the phenomenological noise model can reduce the
required squeezing level by 1.2 dB in comparison to the
digital QEC.
III. THE 3D CLUSTER STATE CONSTRUCTION
WITH POSTSELECTED MEASUREMENT
A. Accumulation of errors during the
construction of the 3D cluster state
We have investigated the QEC process of topologically
protected MBQC on the 3D cluster state prepared by the
infinitely squeezed GKP qubits in the previous section. In
this section, we consider a more realistic condition, where
the 3D cluster state is constructed from the single GKP
qubits of a finite squeezing level by using only the CZ gate.
In the following, we refer to this noise model as the
correlated error model. In the construction of the 3D cluster
state by using only the CZ gate, the accumulation of errors
on the qubit, which causes degradation of the squeezing
level, generally increases as the number of the CZ gate on
the qubit increases. The CZ gate for the GKP qubits, which
corresponds to the operator expð-iqˆCqˆTÞ, transforms as
qˆC → qˆC; ð11Þ
pˆC → pˆC − qˆT ; ð12Þ
qˆT → qˆT ; ð13Þ
pˆT → pˆT − qˆC; ð14Þ
where qˆC (qˆT) and pˆC (pˆT) are the q and p quadrature
operators of the control (target) qubit, respectively.
Here, we consider the error propagation caused by the
CZ gate operation. The CZ gate operation displaces the
deviation for the q and p quadratures as
Δ¯q;C → Δ¯q;C; ð15Þ
Δ¯p;C → Δ¯p;C − Δ¯q;T; ð16Þ
Δ¯q;T → Δ¯q;T ; ð17Þ
Δ¯p;T → Δ¯p;T − Δ¯q;C; ð18Þ
where Δ¯q;C (Δ¯q;T) and Δ¯p;C (Δ¯p;T) are true deviation values
in the q and p quadratures of the control and target qubits,
respectively. Since the true deviation obeys Gaussian
distribution and takes a value randomly and independently,




p;C þ σ2q;T; ð19Þ
σ2p;T → σ
2
p;T þ σ2q;C; ð20Þ
where σ2q;Cðσ2q;TÞ and σ2p;Cðσ2p;TÞ are the variance of the
control and target qubits in the q and p quadratures,
respectively. On the other hand, the variance in the q
quadrature does not change. Therefore, the CZ gate
increases the probability of misidentifying the bit value
in p quadrature. In this work, we define the error propa-
gation caused by the CZ gate operation as the correlated
error. Assuming that the variance of the single GKP qubit is
σ2, if the 3D cluster state is prepared straightforwardly by
only the CZ gates, the variance of the qubits in the p
quadrature becomes 5σ2 since the qubit of the 3D cluster
state is generated by using the CZ gates between four
neighboring qubits. This deteriorates the required squeezing
level for the surface code from 4.7 dB under the phenom-
enological noise model to 13.7 dB under the correlated noise
model. In the following, we propose the postselected
measurement to avoid the accumulation of errors, which
allows us to achieve a high threshold.
B. Postselected measurement
We propose the postselected measurement that utilizes
analog information and explain a method to generate an
entanglement between the qubits by using the postselected
measurement, avoiding the accumulation of errors during
the construction process. Following Ref. [39], we call this
entanglement generation with the postselected measure-
ment the fusion gate. As we mentioned, in the measurement
of the GKP qubit, we make a decision on the bit value
kð¼ 0; 1Þ from the measurement outcome of the GKP qubit
FIG. 3. Simulation results for the logical error probabilities of
the surface code with noisy syndrome measurements using (a) the
digital QEC and (b) the analog QEC. The simulation results for
the digital QEC are obtained from 50 000 samples. The simu-
lation results for the analog QEC are obtained from 10 000
samples.
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qm ¼ qk þ Δm. The conventional decision sets an upper




=2 and assigns the bit value
k ¼ ð2tþ kÞ ﬃﬃﬃπp . The decision is correct as long as the




=2. The probability to obtain the correct bit value is thus
given by pcorr in Eq. (7). The proposed decision sets an




=2Þ to give the maximum deviation
that will not cause incorrect measurement of the bit value,
as shown in Fig. 4. If the above condition jΔmj < vup is not
satisfied, we discard the result. Since the measurement error
occurs when jΔ¯j exceeds j ﬃﬃﬃπp =2þ vupj, the error proba-
bility decreases as vup increases at the cost of the success
probability of the measurement. The probability to obtain
the correct bit value with the postselected measurement
Ppost is equal to Pcorpost=ðPcorpost þ PinpostÞ, where Pcorpost is the
probability that the true deviation jΔ¯j falls in the correct
area, and Pinpost is the probability that the true deviation jΔ¯j
falls in the incorrect area. Note that Pcorpost and Pinpost for the

























Z ð2kþ1Þ ﬃﬃπp þð ﬃﬃπp =2Þ−vup







In Fig. 5, we plot the probability to misidentify the bit value
with the postselected measurement Epost ¼ 1 − Ppost and
the success probability of the postselection Psuc ¼ Pcorpost þ
Pinpost as a function of the squeezing level for several vup. As
an example, we describe the measurement on the qubit of
the variance 3σ2, which frequently occurs in the Bell
measurement during the construction process. Figure 5
shows that both the error probability Epost and the success
probability Psuc decrease. In our method, we apply the




=5 to the 3D
cluster-state construction to prevent the deviation of the
GKP qubit from propagating the qubit-level error derived
from the fusion gate. Because of the postselected meas-
urement, an operation such as the fusion gate becomes
nondeterministic. This will also be handled by the so-called
divide-and-conquer approach [40,41] below.
FIG. 4. Introduction of the postselected measurement. (a) The
conventional measurement of the GKP qubit, with the Gaussian
distribution followed by the deviation of the GKP qubit that has
variance σ2. The plain (blue) region and the region with the
vertical (red) line represent the different code words (k − 1) mod
2 and (kþ 1) mod 2, respectively. The vertical line corresponds to
the probability of an incorrect decision of the bit value. (b) The
postselected measurement. The dotted line represents an upper
limit vup. The horizontal line shows the probability that the results
of the measurement are discarded by introducing vup. The vertical
line shows the probability that our method fails.
FIG. 5. The error probabilities of the postselected measurement
Epost and the success probabilities of the postselected measure-
ment Psuc on the qubit of variance 3σ2. (a) The error probabilities
with the method using only the CZ gate, and our method using
the postselected measurement for the upper limit vup ¼ 0 (red













=4 (blue dashed line), respectively.
(b) The success probability for our method. The squeezing level is
equal to −10log106σ2.
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C. The 3D cluster-state construction
We explain how to apply the postselected measurement
to prevent the squeezing level from decreasing during
the construction of the 3D cluster state. Hereafter, we omit
“GKP” from the GKP qubit and simply call it a qubit. In
our method, there are four steps. In step 1, we prepare a
node qubit and two leaf qubits of variance σ2 in the q and p
quadratures [Fig. 6(a)]. By using the CZ gate, we obtain a
3-tree cluster state composed of a node qubit and two leaf
qubits, where the variances of the node and leaf qubits
in the p quadrature increase from σ2 to 3σ2 and 2σ2,
respectively. On the other hand, the variance of the node
and leaf qubits in the q quadrature keep the variance σ2.
In step 2, we operate the single-qubit-level QEC
[10,42,43] by using the CNOT gate with the postselected
measurement [Fig. 6(b)]. In this single-qubit-level QEC,
the additional single ancilla qubit is entangled with the
node qubit by using the CNOT gate, assuming the node qubit
is the target qubit. The ancilla qubit is prepared in the state
j0˜i to prevent us from identifying the bit value of the node
qubit. The CNOT gate, which corresponds to the operator
expð-iqˆCpˆTÞ, transforms as
qˆC → qˆC; ð23Þ
pˆC → pˆC − pˆT; ð24Þ
qˆT → qˆT þ qˆC; ð25Þ
pˆT → pˆT: ð26Þ
Regarding the deviation, the CNOT gate operation displaces
the deviation for the q and p quadratures as
Δ¯q;C → Δ¯q;C; ð27Þ
Δ¯p;C → Δ¯p;C − Δ¯p;T; ð28Þ
Δ¯q;T → Δ¯q;T þ Δ¯q;C; ð29Þ
Δ¯p;T → Δ¯p;T: ð30Þ
After the CNOT gate, we measure the ancilla qubit in the p
quadrature and obtain the deviation of the ancilla qubit
Δmp;a. In the single-qubit-level QEC, if jΔmp;aj ¼ jΔ¯p;a −




=2, the true deviation value of the node
FIG. 6. The 3D cluster-state construction. (a) The preparation of the 3-tree cluster state by using the CZ gate. (b) The single-qubit-level
QEC using the additional ancilla qubit with the postselected measurement. (c)–(e) The construction of the hexagonal cluster state from
the 3-tree qubit with the postselected measurement. (f) The construction of the 3D cluster state from the hexagonal cluster states, where
the entanglement is generated between the neighboring hexagonal cluster states without the postselected measurement.
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qubit in the p quadrature changes from Δ¯p;n to Δ¯p;a after
the displacement operation, which displaces Δ¯p;n by
Δmp;að¼ Δ¯p;a − Δ¯p;nÞ. On the other hand, if jΔ¯p;a −




=2, the bit error in the p quadrature
occurs after the displacement operation. This error can be
reduced by the postselected measurement on the ancilla as
follows: If jΔmp;aj is less than vup, we then operate the
displacement to the node qubit in the p quadrature by
Δmp;a. Otherwise, we discard the resultant 3-tree cluster
state and restart the procedure from step 1. The error
probability of the single-qubit-level QEC ESQE is given by
Epost, defined in the previous section with a variance of 4σ2,
since after the CNOT gate, the true deviation of the ancilla
qubit in the p quadrature, jΔ¯p;a − Δ¯p;nj, obeys Gaussian
distribution with variance 4σ2, where 4σ2 comes from the
node qubit and σ2 from the ancilla qubit. To summarize, the
single-qubit-level QEC can reduce the variance of the node
qubit in the p quadrature from 3σ2 to σ2 since Δ¯p;a and Δ¯p;n
obey Gaussian distributions with the variances 3σ2 and σ2,
respectively. The variance of the node qubit in the q
quadrature after the single-qubit-level QEC increases from
σ2 to 2σ2 since the true deviation Δ¯p;n þ Δ¯q;a obeys
Gaussian distribution with the variance 2σ2, where Δ¯p;n
and Δ¯q;a are the true deviation of the node qubit and the
ancilla qubit, respectively. This increase in the variance in q
quadrature has no effect on the threshold value, whereas the
unheralded error in the p quadrature affects it.
In step 3, we increase the number of leaf qubits of the
tree cluster state by using the fusion gate with the post-
selected measurement. The fusion gate can avoid the
deviation of the qubit from increasing, and the postselected
measurement can prevent the qubit-level error from propa-
gating during construction of the 6-tree cluster state, which
we call the hexagonal cluster state. We describe the
construction of the 4-tree cluster state in detail as follows.
By using the fusion gate, we construct the 4-tree cluster
state from the two 3-tree cluster states, one of which is
corrected by the single-qubit-level QEC and the other is
uncorrected [Fig. 6(c)]. In the fusion gate, the Bell
measurement with the postselected measurement is imple-
mented by beam-splitter coupling and homodyne meas-
urement. Then, feedforward is operated according to the
homodyne measurement outcomes on the leaf and the node
qubits, respectively. If the misidentification of the bit value
of the leaf or node qubits occurs, the feedforward operation
propagates the qubit-level error in the 4-tree cluster. The
probabilities to misidentify the bit value of the leaf and
node qubits are the probabilities to misidentify the bit value
of the qubit of variances 3σ2 and 4σ2, respectively. This
unheralded qubit-level error can be reduced by using the
postselected measurement. We define the unheralded errors
on the leaf qubits and node qubits with the postselected
measurement as Epostð3σ2Þ and Epostð4σ2Þ, respectively.
The error probabilities Epostð3σ2Þ and Epostð4σ2Þ are given
by Epost, defined in the previous section with variances of
3σ2 and 4σ2, respectively.
To evaluate the variances of the leaf and node, we
describe the process of the beam-splitter coupling. The
50∶50 beam-splitter coupling between the leaf qubit of the
3-tree cluster state after the single-qubit-level QEC and
the node qubit of the 3-tree cluster state without the single-
qubit-level QEC transforms the variables of the leaf and
node qubits in the q and p quadratures as




















where qˆleaf (qˆnode) and pˆleaf (pˆnode) are the variables of the
leaf (node) qubit in the q and p quadratures, respectively.
After the coupling, the variances of the leaf qubit in the q
and p quadratures change as σ2 → 2σ2 and 2σ2 → 3σ2=2,
respectively. The variances of the node qubit in the q and p
quadratures change as σ2 → 3σ2=2 and 3σ2 → 2σ2, respec-
tively. After the homodyne measurement on the leaf and
node qubits in the p quadrature, the measurement outcome
of the leaf and node qubits in the p quadrature is rescaled














→ pleaf − qnode, respectively. The var-
iances of the leaf and node qubits in the p quadrature
change as 3σ2=2 → 3σ2 and 2σ2 → 4σ2, respectively.
Therefore, the probabilities to misidentify the bit value
of the leaf and node qubits in the p quadrature are the
probabilities to misidentify the bit value of the qubit of
variances 3σ2 and 4σ2, respectively.
We can reduce the misidentifying error probabilities that
occur in the construction of the hexagonal cluster state in
the same way. We generate the 5-tree cluster state from the
3-tree cluster states and the 4-tree cluster state by using a
fusion gate with the postselected measurement on the
leaf qubit of the 3-tree cluster state and the node qubit
of the 4-tree cluster state with the postselected measure-
ment [Fig. 6(d)]. Finally, we construct the hexagonal cluster
state from the six 5-tree cluster states with the postselected
measurement on the Bell measurement between leaf qubits
[Fig. 6(e)].
In step 4, we generate the 3D cluster state determinis-
tically. Hence, the postselected measurement can not be
used, and the 3D cluster state is generated from the
hexagonal cluster states by using the fusion gate with
the postselected measurement between the leaf qubits of
the neighboring hexagonal cluster states without the
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postselected measurement [Fig. 6(f)]. In this step, the
unheralded error, which corresponds to the probability to
misidentify the bit value of the qubit of variance 3σ2,
accumulates on the node qubits. We define this error
probability as EBell. We can eventually obtain the 3D
cluster state composed of the node qubits whose variance
and squeezing level in the p quadrature are σ2 and
−10 log10 2σ2, respectively.
By contrast, the conventional method, where the fusion
gate with the postselected measurement is not used and the
3D cluster state is generated by using only the CZ gate
between neighboring nodes, yields the variance 5σ2 and the
squeezing level −10 log10 10σ2 of node qubits in the p
quadrature, respectively. Therefore, the single-qubit-level
QEC and the fusion gate with postselected measurement
can avoid the degradation of the squeezing level during the
construction of the 3D cluster state. This relaxes the
requirement on the squeezing level of the initial single
qubit considerably. as will be calculated in the next section.
IV. THRESHOLD CALCULATION FOR
TOPOLOGICALLY PROTECTED MBQC
In this section, we calculate the threshold value for the
3D cluster state prepared by using the postselected meas-
urement. In this calculation, it is assumed that the 3D
cluster state is prepared using the proposed method with the
qubit of the variance finite value σ2 in q and p quadratures;
that is, the initial variances of the qubit before the CZ gate
in Fig. 6(a) are σ2 in q and p quadrature.
We define the unheralded error probability Etot per one
node qubit of the 3D cluster state in the p quadrature. The
Etot results from the following: the error originating from
the node qubit itself, the unheralded errors during post-
selected measurements in steps 2 and 3, and the error
during the deterministic fusion gate in step 4. The unher-
alded error of the node qubit itself Enode occurs when the





=2. The error probability Enode is given by
Epost with the variance in p quadrature σ2. The unheralded
error probability in the single-qubit-level QEC (step 2)
ESQE is given by Epost with the variance in p quadrature
4σ2. The unheralded errors during postselected measure-
ments occur in the two processes of step 3. One is in the
4- and 5-tree cluster-state construction, using the Bell
measurement shown in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d). The proba-
bilities of misidentifying the bit value on the node qubit in
the Bell measurement are both Epostð4σ2Þ, given by Epost
with the variance in p quadrature 4σ2. The other unheralded
error process of the postselected measurement in step 3 is
the bit value misidentification on the leaf qubits using the
fusion gate in Figs. 6(c)–6(e). The error probability
Epostð3σ2Þ is given by Epost with the variance in p
quadrature 3σ2. The measurement error in the deterministic
entanglement generation between neighboring node qubits
occurs in the Bell measurement between the leaf qubits of
the hexagonal cluster states without the postselected
measurement [Fig. 6(f)]. This unheralded error probability
EBell corresponds to the probability of misidentifying the
bit value on the qubit of variance 3σ2 without the post-
selected measurement. This process requires two Bell
measurements per one node qubit as shown in Fig. 6(f).
For simplicity, we first calculate the Etot in the leading
order. Later, we take a more detailed calculation by the
simulation of the QEC for topologically protected MBQC
by using the minimum-weight perfect-matching algorithm.
The error probability Etot in the leading order can be
obtained as
Etot ¼ Enodeðσ2Þ þ ESQE þ 6 × Epostð3σ2Þ
þ 2 × Epostð4σ2Þ þ 2 × EBell: ð35Þ
We estimate the required squeezing level for CV-FTQC in
the leading order as follows. Let us first consider the case
without analog QEC. By virtue of the postselected mea-
surements, the correlated error probability on the 3D cluster
state is now very small and can be neglected safely. In





unheralded error probability Epostð3σ2Þ and Epostð4σ2Þ is of
order of 10−5 and 10−4, which is much smaller than the
unheralded error probability EBell of about 1.5% [44].
Hence, since we can ignore the correlated errors on the
3D cluster state, the error probability Etot can be fairly well
characterized by the single parameter σ2 under the phe-
nomenological noise model, where the required squeezing
level for topologically protected MBQC is 2.9%–3.3%
[36,45]. We define the required squeezing level as the
squeezing level that provides Etot ¼ 3.0%, and the numeri-
cal calculation in the leading order without analog QEC





=5. We can further improve the tolerable stan-
dard deviation by using analog QEC. In Sec. II, we
numerically simulated the improvement of the topologi-
cally protected MBQC performance in the analog QEC
with the phenomenological noise model, and we obtained
an improvement on the required squeezing level by 1.2 dB
in comparison to the digital QEC, as shown in Fig. 3.
Hence, we can obtain the required squeezing level of
9.3 dB in the leading order with analog QEC.
To proceed to the detailed calculation of Etot, we
simulate the QEC for topologically protected MBQC by
using the minimum-weight perfect-matching algorithm. In
Fig. 7, the logical error probabilities are plotted as a
function of the standard deviation. The results confirm
that our method can also suppress errors with the inde-
pendent error model, and the threshold for the standard
deviation can be improved from 0.208 to 0.228, which
corresponds to a squeezing level from 10.6 dB to 9.8 dB. In
the numerical calculation, we set the upper limit vup to






=5 in order to adopt the independent error model.
Therefore, CV-FTQC with analog QEC and the postse-
lected measurement can improve the required squeezing
level for topologically protected MBQC by 6.2 dB in
comparison to the existing scheme for CV-FTQC [12,28].
Finally, we examined the resource required per node
qubit composing the 3D cluster states, namely, the average
number of 3-tree cluster states to construct the hexagonal
cluster state. The average number of the 3-tree cluster states
to construct the 5-tree cluster state can be counted as
R5tree ¼ ð1=PSQEC þ 2Þ=P2Bell, where PSQEC and PBell are
the success probability of the single-qubit-level QEC and of
the Bell measurement with postselected measurement,
respectively. Here, PSQEC and PBell are calculated as
PSucð4σ2Þ and Psucð3σ2Þ × Psucð4σ2Þ, respectively, where
Psucð3σ2Þ [Psucð4σ2Þ] is the success probability of the
postselected measurement on the qubit of variance 3σ2
(4σ2). Similarly, the average number of the 3-tree cluster
states to construct the hexagonal cluster state can be
counted as Rhexa ¼ ð1=P2Bell−II þ 1Þ × ð2=P3Bell−IIÞ, where
PBell−II is equal to Psuc2ð3σ2Þ. Therefore, the resources per





estimated as 9.2 × 106 to achieve the required squeezing
level 9.8 dB since Psucð3σ2Þ and Psucð4σ2Þ with the
squeezing level 9.8 dB are 34.6% and 30.2%, respectively.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we have proposed a high-threshold FTQC
to alleviate the required squeezing level for CV-FTQC by
harnessing analog information contained in the GKP
qubits. The proposed method consists of applying analog
QEC to the surface code and constructing the cluster state
for the topologically protected MBQC with a low error
accumulation by using the postselected measurement. We
have numerically shown that the required squeezing level
can be improved to less than 10 dB with analog QEC on the
3D cluster states prepared by using the fusion gate with the
postselected measurement. Furthermore, we have numeri-
cally investigated the validity of analog QEC for the surface
code against the Gaussian quantum channel with ideal
syndrome measurements. The numerical results have
shown that the analog QEC also achieves about 0.607
close to the hashing bound of the quantum capacity of the
Gaussian quantum channel. To the best of our knowledge,
no method to provide the optimal performance has been
reported except for analog QEC.
The use of analog information has been developed in
classical error correction against disturbance such as an
additive white Gaussian noise [46] and identified as an
important tool for qubit readout [47–49]. However, use of
analog information has been left unexploited to improve the
QEC performance, where superposition of the encoded
qubits needs to be maintained. In this work, we have shown
that analog QEC can improve the QEC performance to
implement a high-threshold FTQC.
To generate the GKP qubit, several methods have been
proposed [15,50–56]. In particular, a promising proposal
[15] was recently made to prepare a good GKP qubit in
circuit quantum electrodynamics with a squeezing level
around 10 dB [16]. This suggests that the GKP qubit with a
squeezing level around 10 dB will be able to generate
within reach of the near-term experimental setup. Our
method can achieve this experimental requirement for the
squeezing level, taking a step closer to the realization of
large-scale quantum computation. Hence, this is a novel
application of the analog information for the practical large-
scale MBQC.
We would like to mention the physical implementation of
CV-FTQC with our scheme. In our method, although the
fusion gate is nondeterministic, there are a number of studies
for the architecture that address topologically protected
MBQC with a nondeterministic fusion gate [57–61].
FIG. 7. Simulation results for the logical error probabilities of
the surface code by using the 3D cluster state prepared by the




=5 with noisy syndrome mea-
surements using (a) the digital QEC and (b) the analog QEC,
respectively. The simulation results for the digital QEC are
obtained from 50 000 samples. The simulation results for the
analog QEC are obtained from 10 000 samples.
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Our method can be implemented by these architectures
straightforwardly. Considering these architectures, it is
assumed that the hexagonal cluster state is prepared from
the 3-tree cluster state by a purely linear optical network,
composed of a beam-splitter coupling, an optical switch, and
so on, while it is assumed that we can use the on-demand
sources of the 3-tree cluster state.
Furthermore, analog QEC and the postselected meas-
urement cannot be limited to the GKP qubit but are widely
applicable to MBQC using various QEC codes [62–64].
These methods represent a versatile tool for improvement
of the QEC performance and the decision error of the bit
value, which can be incorporated with the GKP qubit, cat
code, and other various codes used to digitize CV states.
Hence, we believe this work will open up a new approach to
QEC with digitized CV states, which will be indispensable
to construct CV-FTQC.
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